Clash, don’t leave Madmartigan for a second! I’m counting on you! You need to take perfect care of her while we’re on tour!

I am not missing my ski trip with Misty for cat sitting...

Blaze was supposed to come on this trip. She always has to run off and be popular and do Misfits stuff. Hmph.

They should put you in the band, too! Blaze is so seriously good lucky.

Yeah, yeah... I never see her anymore, though.

They should put me in the band...
... Actually, I think I'm content just being a superfan. I'd be terrible being a misfit!

I'm happy just doing the misfits fanzine and all that.

Yeah... sometimes I secretly wish blaze would get fired, or maybe I should just dump her.

Clash, shush, don't say that.

Yo, video, check it out. It's your cousin and her minion, misty.

Clash brought pizzazz's cat. What a dope. Let's kidnap it.

Catnap! It would get clash totally bootied from the misfits forever and mess with pizzazz!

They won't stand a chance against jew.

WELL, WHATEVER, BLAZZ. I'LL BE SORRY BECAUSE NOW I HAVE YOU TO REPLACE HER!

ME AND MADS! YEAH, I'M SO GLAD WE'RE FINALLY HANGING OUT!
Hey, losers!

...Video?!

And graphics!

Don't you Jem groupies have some comment threads to troll somewhere?

At least we don't suck up to our favorite band!

You must have lots of fun making the holograms ignore you by stalking them all the time!

And—and the Misfits are way better!!

Gasp!